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i See petition filed by New York Legal Aid, People ex rel. Stoughton v. Brann, No. 260154/2020, at ¶ 3 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 
Mar. 25, 2020). 
ii Founded in 1787 by signers of the Declaration of Independence, the Prison Society is the nation’s oldest human 
rights organization and the correctional ombuds for Pennsylvania. Commonwealth law empowers the Society to 
monitor prison conditions by meeting privately with all people in county and state custody.   
iii Thank you Beaver, Blair, Lycoming, Mifflin, Philadelphia, and Westmorland Counties for responding promptly.  
iv Westmorland is taking the temperature of all new admissions and sending any new admissions running a 
temperature to an area hospital.  
v Philadelphia and PA DOC are isolating new admissions for 14 days. 
vi Philadelphia eliminated the medical co-pay years ago because it hinders people in custody seeking needed care.  
PA DOC has suspended the co-pay during the pandemic.  PA DOC has limited this suspension to individuals 
experiencing flu-like symptoms.  The PA DOC approach is confusing to people in custody who now have to decide if 
the symptoms they are experiencing will be considered exempt from the co-pay or not.  The Prison Society 
recommends counties suspend the co-pay completely during the pandemic. 
vii Lycoming is providing soap for free. PA DOC is providing soap and disinfectant for free.  
viii PA DOC has installed portable handwashing stations in several areas.  
ix Bucks County criminal justice stakeholders worked to release 141 people from their prison in order to prepare a 
medical isolation wing.  
x Philadelphia and the PA DOC have instituted or increased free phone time.  The PA DOC has instituted new, free 
video calls.  
xi Allegheny County has taken the most comprehensive action, releasing more than 700 people from the county 
prison. See https://www.wtae.com/article/inmates-released-from-allegheny-county-jail-due-to-coronavirus-
concerns/31953103#  
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